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Learning 
Objectives

 Explore the concepts of culture and personhood

 Enhance our understanding of the experience of LGBTQ2S+ older 
adults

 Develop cultural safety in our practice by implementing cultural 
competency frameworks
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Individual 
Personhood in 
the context of 
dementia

 It may be difficult for healthcare providers to learn about the 
client/patient’s past

 Resources could be limited

 Communication is critical to maintaining personhood at an 
individual level

Buron, 2008



Culture is…

 Created through people’s interactions with the world.  Helps 
create a sense of reality.

 Shared in people who have similar values

 Symbolic through language, what we wear, eat, music we 
listen to, and the way we behave.

 Passed on through generations however changes in 
response to a generation, the environment, and/or a 
person’s lived experiences.

 Part of our everyday life and individual personhood

Nova Scotia Department of Health, 2005



Culture 
continuously 
changes

We must be aware that other’s experiences are 
different than ours.

Another person’s culture may not have had the 
same influences as ours.

This can lead to disagreements and conflict



We may not 
always agree

Is it okay not to agree?

Yes!  We all have our 
own experiences and 
influences in our lives

Key is to disagree in a respectful manner where a person feels you 
are coming from a place of seeking understanding and are open to 

dialogue and learning.



It is important 
we...

 Are aware that we don’t always know what is important to 
others and that we may not understand what is either

 Pay attention to assumptions we make about other people 
and how we feel about them

 Pay attention to how our beliefs can influence our actions 
towards others

 Are aware of when our discomfort with what we don’t 
understand influences how we treat others

 Are aware of our assumptions and biases towards others so 
we can break down barriers and increase understanding



“The ability of individuals 
and systems to respond 
respectfully and effectively 
to people of all cultures, 
races, ethnic backgrounds, 
sexual orientation, faiths, 
religions, etc. in a manner 
that recognizes, affirms, 
and values the worth of 
individuals, families, and 
communities and preserves 
the dignity of each”.

Ontario Ministry of Children and Youth Services, 2008

Cultural 
competence is..



When we value life-long 
learning and critical                
self-reflection, along with a 
respectful and inquisitive 
approach whereby we are 
expected to seek knowledge 
from others regarding their 
cultural and structural 
influences rather than 
assuming we understand or  
are “experts” about a culture 
outside of our own.

McLennan et. al, 2016

Cultural 
Humility is…



“The non compliant client/patient”



Cultural 
Competency

Step 1:
Awareness

Consciousness of one's personal reactions to 
people who challenge the importance of 

our work.

Ask yourself:  How am I reacting when I 
am feeling my professional expertise is 

being challenged?



Cultural 
Competency

Step 2:
Attitude

Carefully examining your own beliefs and 
values about cultural differences and how 

they may influence your reaction.

Ask yourself:  How much of my 
reaction/behaviour is influenced by my own 

cultural beliefs and values?



Cultural 
Competency

Step 3:
Knowledge

Knowledge of other’s culture, values, and 
beliefs outside of your own beliefs and 

values.  Knowledge of your values and beliefs 
around equity and whether your behaviour

matches your beliefs.

Ask yourself:  What is it that I really know 
outside of my own beliefs and values rather 

than what I think I know?  Does my behaviour 
to this group ensure equity? 



Cultural 
Competency

Step 4:
Communication

Practicing cultural competence to perfection. 
Communication is the fundamental tool by 

which people interact.  Using communication as 
a way to breakdown assumptions about each 

other and increase understanding.  Listening is 
key.  Ask questions to learn more.

Ask yourself:  How can I make sure I am being 
respectful when I am communicating?  How can I 

communicate this is a learning process for me?



When there is a focus on the 
potential differences between 
health providers and 
clients/residents that can impact 
care and minimizing any violation 
on their cultural identity. 

To achieve cultural safety, health 
professionals need to examine 
their own realities and attitudes 
they bring to clinical care, be 
open-minded towards people who 
are different from themselves, not 
blame the victims of historical and 
social processes for their current 
condition, and to provide support 
where safety is defined by the 
client/resident.

Kirmayer, 2012

Cultural Safety is…



 Mr. J is an 86 year old resident who has 
recently moved into your facility about a 
week ago.  You don’t know much about 
Mr. J’s history other than he has been 
divorced for over 30 years and has two 
sons.  One son you find out hasn’t spoken 
to his father in 10 years while the other 
one visits occasionally but does not share 
much information about his father.

 One day his son came in with one of Mr. 
J’s suitcases and left it in his room.  You go 
into Mr. J’s room and ask him if you can 
open it to get the items labelled.  You can 
see Mr. J is uncomfortable but he 
reluctantly agrees.  You open the suitcase 
and find women’s clothing including 
underwear and jewellery.

 You ask Mr. J who the clothes belong to.  
He looks at you, is silent, and after a 
minute he says “They belong to me”.

Introducing 
Mr. J



What would you do?

“I made a choice to 
care for people”



Image source for Portia de Rossi: https://www.flickr.com/photos/cdelriccio/2490743171/in/photostream/
Image source for Chaz Bono: https://www.flickr.com/photos/22007612@N05/34856781372
Image source for Michael Sam: https://www.flickr.com/photos/53130103@N05/36772929230 and https://www.flickr.com/photos/edrost88/14835672479/in/photolist-oAYGyx-69RyQD-69RyaZ-db5Bpy-5ihe2u-dsh5VB-dXjGGe-5ihdZA-5q6maA-2e83YQk-dAexUq-xaSTnE-db5yix-domJT8-kwp7RS-Y61HtL-dihbwj-bXiYUm-mSHbn5-2j9zUv2-6dg5Xo-2jb5YPJ-2km5Xdp-2if1D9h-RgJaPu-2itvbzA-
2iuPAnG-596M5L-2iuQTXW-2hVnjqb-2iswqw2-2iswrqm-2jfRoCX-2iWkxXC-KYNQwE-VckKXc-2jbZPvH-2ityE5D-aaF93s-dAausS-g435h9-cfDwzU-R9yVXB-2iuLXqr-2iswp9n-cN9jtA-dhif6m-cNBK3y-dVE8X9-R9yV1X
Image source for Christine Jorgensen: https://www.flickr.com/photos/corynn/8335578572/in/photolist-dGA26W-n6L7ni-dk818g-5cU7vw-dGA2hQ-BK7znh-dGuBUZ-dGuBWc-dGuC3v-dGA2eS-dGA2dy-dGuC1F-dGA2gu-61SQV5-a5nbPJ-bR3HMH-aEYWk4-eKGCVf-a5nbVh-BdUtB6-eRcvaY-phJ79m-24M32oQ-2iXZgNB-dAausS-oLPcT5-8Gkni8-dTLbjR-dTLbjM-ebm15A-dTLbmc-g9ZrjE-cfCyoC-
PNmh4m-8YBEtc-kkgN2C-6G7VY-reGgqt-dGuCDM-bpyj3t-31jh41-dGA2sq-dGuCAz-dGA2jy-dGA3h1-dGuCgv-ebnSVj-dmDTFi-cfCymS-bYHtqL

https://www.flickr.com/photos/22007612@N05/34856781372
https://www.flickr.com/photos/53130103@N05/36772929230


Mr. B is an older male you have just 
encountered in your care setting.  Mr. 
B. was born in Toronto in 1931 where 
he has lived all his life.

Introducing 
Mr. B



LGBTQ2S+ 
Experience

1969 was when homosexual behaviour was 
legalized in Canada

1973 American Psychiatric Association 
removed Homosexuality from Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders 
(DSM – II)

1995 The Supreme Court of Canada rules that 
sexual orientation is a prohibited reason for 

discrimination under the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms.

Mr. B was 38 
when he no 

longer could be 
considered a 

criminal

42 when he no 
longer could be 
diagnosed and 

treated for a 
mental illness

64 years old 
when he could 
no longer be 

discriminated 
against under 

the law

(Toronto Long-Term Care Homes & Services, 2008)



If Mr. B is gay, how 
open do you think 

he will be about 
who he is?

Personhood?



The experience 
of LGBTQ2S+ 
seniors

 LGBTQ2S+ elders less likely to seek medical attention or hide 
their sexual orientation when accessing services

 Fear of discrimination and hostility towards them by 
healthcare professionals and community service agencies.

 Inadequate, biased services provided by healthcare 
professionals and community service agencies.

 Fear of not being treated with dignity and respect

(Knauer, 2009)



We can 
achieve 
cultural 
competency, 
humility and 
safety by...

 Being Aware of your personal reaction

 Acknowledging how your values can influence your Attitude

 Evaluating your Knowledge outside of your values, your meaning 
of equity and if your actions reflect what it means to you

 Using your communication Skills to seek understanding in order to 
break down assumptions



“Moving from a focus on cultural competence to cultural safety 
shifts the learning to a place where understanding the history, 
experiences, and power imbalances that people have endured is 
critical to ultimately addressing the health inequities that exist in 
health care today.”

Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu, 2019



Resources

 Rainbow Health Ontario
 www.rainbowhealthontario.ca

 https://learn.rainbowhealthontario.ca/

 Egale
 egale.ca/seniors

 The 519
 the519.org

http://www.rainbowhealthontario.ca/
https://learn.rainbowhealthontario.ca/
http://www.egale.ca/seniors
http://www.the519.org/
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